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Disclaimer: I will not cow to outdated, local laws in various jurisdictions that state I am required to state that this and and/or any
kind of Divination or divination is for entertainment purposes only. Simply put, that’s outdated legal precedent tort horseshit that
is in no way conducive to the support and advancement of the divination community in whole or in part. I will say that visual
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Learn Turbo Tarot Reading
by Author, Tarot Reader, Astrologer, Poet, Artist, Architect Jordan Hoggard
Laugh and learn with Jordan Hoggard, author of Tarot in the Land of
Mystereum, ImaginAction, ImaginAction 2.0, The Treasure of the Stones Reading
Method, and the Prescient Remembrance poetry collection. You can find him on
the web at Jordan’s Journeys where he blogs and has an online shop with his
growing catalog of work for sale.
Use this 2014 presentation he put together to present to the Albuquerque
Meetup Group where he taught his system of how to Turbo Read Tarot cards! You
can also use easy to learn system of techniques to teach Turbo Tarot Reading in
your own Meetup Group to make for a rockin’ session, or even a series of
sessions. Heck, with enough advance notice, Jordan might even be available on
occasion to Zoom video into your Meetup and play in your sandbox right with your
group. You can reach out to him at Jordan@jordanhoggard.com.
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What is Turbo Tarot Reading?
Turbo Reading is like a divination passport to get you into the worlds of your
cards quickly and effectively like a dive into the deep end of the pool to thrive at
heights and depths and any octaves you choose. Jordan has found that Turbo
Reading often opens your Tarot voice right up, and is a method where you begin
to read more fluidly and as effortlessly as singing your ABC's, and most likely even
right off the bat.
Sometimes, with Turbo Reading you may even find that a 1-minute reading
is actually kind of long. Maximize your longer Tarot Reading sessions by spicing
them up with Turbo Reading to really get the pulse of the heartbeats of your
cards... especially those pesky problem cards.
Jordan has found that his Turbo Reading techniques allow you to have no
problem cards. Turbo Reading can open up those problem cards such that they
might become new faves. Turbo Reading is a great method for by-the-minute
festival Readers as well when time is short and the substance of the message
needs to be long in value. That’s actually where he created and formulated Turbo
Tarot Reading. Come laugh and learn to Turbo Read your Tarot cards with Jordan.
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How Do You Turbo Tarot Read?
Turbo Tarot Reading composes one or two sentences with short phrases
that are sparked by each card to put their message together as one. It may
provide a total reading. It also may provide the chapters of your reading so to
speak where you can then expand within the phrases and sentence or sentences.
Turbo Tarot Reading keeps readings very short and to the point, though with
NO intent whatsoever to be concise. Rather than explanation, Turbo Reading is
about activation, about getting to the heart of the matter with relative ease, often
literally stepping past tricksters of expectation into a place of the masterful
command of the obvious… where you simply speak what IS, and oh Boy
oftentimes is it!
Turbo Reading is also a great way to practice how to bring more of your
natural Tarot voice into your readings to naturally develop your fluid Reading
fluency.

Technique 1
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Phrase Train or Phrase Training
Draw 3 cards and assign short phrases to them, and then compose a
sentence or two with the phrases. Let’s make up an example. Say, you draw:
X The Wheel
4 of Cups
10 of Wands

I can assign big cycles to The Wheel.
What would you assign?
I can assign an initial emotional component to the 4 of Cups.
What would you assign?
I can assign agile and strong energetic balance to the 10 of Wands.
What would you assign?
And, then the Turbo Reading could go something like this.
Big, epochal-level cycles of emotional components mark the strength and agility of
my energetic balance.
Then, you can delve further into the reading if you like and look more into:
~ your big cycles
~ how you feel emotional completions and/or closure
~ the things that truly contribute the fluidity of your energetic balance
Another way to Turbo Read with these 3 cards could go like this to build a
sanctuary with a question:
How do my completed cycles and seasons serve to fulfill me and renew my
emotional connections to plan for more natural cascades of energy in the future?
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Technique 2
Infinitizing Your Tarot
You write down a noun or descriptive word for each card and then literally
add to in front of it to make it into a verb in an infinitive phrase. This technique
makes the cards actionable as baby-policies or mini-priority builders that relate to
the topic of the original noun, gets the cards moving for you.
Using the same 3 cards as in Example 1.
First, write a noun or two for each card:
~ X The Wheel: orbits, luck
~ 4 of Cups: life, success
~ 10 of Wands: agility, grace
Then, add to to compose an infinitive phrase for each card – and feel free to
modify the nouns as needed. Sometimes, the exception has to be the rule. Go
with it. Don’t interrupt your flow with permission. Do it, and Go YOU for doing so!
~ X The Wheel: to orbits...which doesn’t work, so mod to to orbit; to luck which
also doesn’t work, so to be lucky or to luck out.
~ 4 of Cups: to life...as a toast; to success which doesn’t work, so to succeed.
~ 10 of Wands: to agility...nah… to be agile; to grace...as in to grace with your
presence.
Hmmm, now that feels like some kind of just-add-water gig. It feels more like
a seed than a complete reading. So, now ask yourself what a verb that works with
the card other then be would be.
~ The World: expand or complete
~ 4 of Cups: emerge or reveal
~ 10 of Wands: cascade or balance
Now, layer those new verbs in like this.
~ The World: to expand orbits; to complete luck
~ 4 of Cups: to emerge life; to reveal success
~ 10 of Wands: to cascade agility; to balance grace
See how in a few simple steps rather than a complete sentence we have
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complete infinitive phrases that infinitize your Tarot? Each complete and
descriptive infinitive phrase is like a baby-policy that can be used AS a priority.
You can even get bold and pull the cards off like chaff from wheat to outline a
priority set such as… and keep tinkering:
Example of Infinitizing Your Priorities with Tarot:
My priorities are as follows:
~ to expand my orbits
~ to complete my luck
~ to emerge into my life more
~ to further reveal my success
~ to cascade my agility throughout all I do
~ to balance my grace
The great thing is that the cards instantly speak and consequently you get
your head out of the cards to read from heart space. Doing that brings your
honesty with yourself to the table. Surprising results can come out of the blue…
waters in the cups. Partners ask each other to be honest with them. How can you
be honest with you in the relationship you have with yourself? And, see how much
trust in your own process that builds. Plus, be mindful of trust. Most people don’t
bring it up unless distrust is present. Otherwise, they can live… together…
dynamically.
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Technique 3
Essencing Tarot Cards
How to Unpack the Message, regardless of the card
Uh Oh! Not THAT card!.. no-one’s looking I’ll just draw another.
Essencing Tarot Cards is technique to never have a problem card ever
again! It’s a way to make THOSE cards simply heavier with more depth and laden
with more treasures of messages to unpack:
~ The Tower.. OH NO!
~ The Hierophant… UGGGHHH!
~ 3 of Swords...CRIKEY, Not again!
The Tower, The Hierophant, and the 3 of Swords AS your reading OH MY!
LOL
What’s a problem card for you? _______________ We’ll all go over each
one in the group to open them up and unpack the message(s) more so they aren’t
such a Scrooge to you with their sacred gifts and blessings and catalysts that
interfere with action.
Essencing Tarot cards gives you their neutral heart of the matter rather than
a good or bad bent of it.
~ The Tower can simply indicate world-altering. Misspell it with a little Hooked on
Fonix humor perspective and transform to world-altaring, like sacred renewal in
big ways in the natural course of life. Big and sudden change.
A seed pod exploding/
~ The Hierophant can simply be spirit brought down to the earth or…down-toearth spirit with wisdom born of experience.
~ The 3 of Swords can be emotional refraction, perceived rather than actual
distortions brought on by the head dipping into the heart. Look at how a pencil
bends when you dip it into a glass of water. It doesn’t really bend, though it
certainly appears to. That’s a lot like what it feels like when you try to see beyond
rather than when you simply GO beyond to perceive. Might as well get into that
other world rather than attempt to describe it from an allegedly safe distance.
~ 10 of Swords can be rock bottom… though stomp your feet. Stomp Stomp
Stomp and with a big breath raise your hands high. Rock bottom is a dang strong
place to stand. Release your expectation, and you can more easily move
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forward… everything else might look better from here by contrast. What value are
you missing? We can go over these and plenty more ways to unlock and unpack
the treasured messages in the cards, and most likely do it in record time with
Turbo Reading so you then have time to use the cards to explore the messages
you unpack.
~ What are your problem cards?
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
~ What resistances or triggers make these cards problem cards?
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
~ What is the essence of each problem card for you?
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
~ What workability can each problem card provide for you?
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
For some further ideas about problems cards visit my blog post about there
not being any problem cards. It may be useful to square you up to face into the
card and engage it on your and its terms reciprocally to see what’s putting you off.
You may get to know the and yourself a little better in doing so. I certainly did.
They became allies. It was a wonderful growth experience.
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Technique 4
Treasure of the Stones Heartbeat,
Joe Meets the Volcano Exercise
~ Take that problem-child card...errr lol… problem card out of the deck.
~ Visualize an active volcano as you shuffle your deck.
~ Cut your deck and put it back together. I’ll show you a dynamic cut method you
can use if you like.
~ Place your problem-child card face up on the top. Call it the Stone Card.
~ Pick up the whole deck and turn it over to reveal the bottom Treasure Card.
~ Place your Treasure Card to lean on the top Stone Card.
~ Now, visualize that volcano… Toss the stone cards into the living earth that is
molten rock as you ask yourself out loud:
~ How does my Treasure Card pulse as the heartbeat of the top Stone card?
~ Pick up your Treasure card and ask: How does this heartbeat melt away these
brittle qualities of the top Stone card to unpack a more natural and pure message?
~ Pick up your Stone Problem-Child Card. All right, I’ll let the nickname stick. J
Looking from one to the other, from Treasure to Stone, from Stone to Treasure.
Repeat the questions back and forth several times, and while looking at the
Treasure Card in your left hand… ask,
~ How do you, my Treasure Card, pulse as the heartbeat of my top Stone card?
Now, as you gaze into the Stone Card in your right hand…
~ How does my heartbeat melt away the brittle qualities of the top Stone card?
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~ Place your Treasure Card face up under your top Stone Card. While gazing into
the top Stone Problem-Child Card, let your eyes journey and wander around it like
a visual road trip or roller coaster… and, ask:
~ Ask your card, What treasure from the other card pulses as your heartbeat to
unpack your pure message as a gift to me?
~ What comes to you? _________________________________
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Technique 5
Anais Nin Meets Rumi in The Field
in a Flower Bud Unfurling Exercise
And the day came when the risk to remain tight in a bud was more painful than the
risk it took to blossom.
~ Anais Nin
Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing
and rightdoing there is a field.
I’ll meet you there.
When the soul lies down in that grass
the world is too full to talk about.
~ Rumi
Shuffle your cards again. Cut them, and put them back together. Hold the
deck face up as you bring a problem card to mind as a flower that is painfully tight
in the bud and about to burst. Slowly look through your deck for that card and
leave it there where you find it. Push all the cards from 2 to the right and 2 to the
left away.
Hold your card in mind as a tight bud in pain about to burst. Honor and allow
that honesty from it. Relax and breathe. Look to the card on the right of your
Problem Chile and on the left of it. Imagine they are petals that unfurl your flower
bud as you pick each of them up at the same time, one with each hand. Change
the name of your Problem Chile Card to your Sacred Flower Card or your Sacred
Field Card.
~ What treasure do each of these 2 cards have to tell you about your former flower
bud card whose honest and truthful pain is now your Sacred Flower Card?
~ How do these two, neighboring Flower Petal Cards begin to unfurl and relieve
the pressures and resolve the forces present in your Problem Chile Card and
transform it into your Sacred Flower Card or your Sacred Field Card?
~ What does your Sacred Flower Card/Sacred Field Card now tell you?
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Now, Let’s Put All This to Good Use
Let’s put all this to good use and go around to each of us and do and do
some Turbo Tarot Reading on the fly to really put all this to good use in action!
WHOO HOO!!
~ Let’s have some fun and o around the room and each do one or several on-thefly 3-card Turbo Tarot Readings!
~ Let’s go around the whole group one by one so we can each do at least one
Turbo Tarot Reading and see what opens up for you in your Tarot voice, directly
experience through action your naturally fluid fluency at work when Reading. I bet
we can do several more than one. It’s been my experience at festivals that a full
reading has been done in 10 seconds. Let’s see if we can work together to get you
to a full reading that occurs in the whole world that exist in 10 seconds.
And, here’s an example that happened ad lib on the first video that was so
graciously produced for me. Look what happened in 45 seconds with The Sun
card. The Producer simply said, Ok, when you’re ready, push that button. I
responded, Ready for what? I still don’t know why I’m here today. You indicated
you had a gift for me? She smiled and, Well, that was how I got you here.
Laughing and smiling. I think you have a gift for yourself. Pick a card from your
deck. I did. Ok, The Sun card. She smiled. Great, now when you’re ready, push
that button I showed you, wait 2 seconds and describe The Sun Card.
45 seconds later and with some fiddling and music and this-n-that tech stuff
by her, this video existed. My 1st. I cherish that whole exchange, and I am proud of
that 45 seconds. Guess I have 14min 15sec to go. 3 years later, that exchange
inspired Turbo Tarot Reading. I suggest to put yourself on the spot. Make it real.
And then, make real things from your Soul Garden right there in your readings.
The Sun Card Video
© 2011 Author: Jordan Hoggard ~ Producer: Carrie Paris

Thanks for playing!,
Jordan Hoggard
Jordan’s Journeys… clarity through Tarot, Astrology, and Serendipity
www.jordanhoggard.com
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Come One, Come All!
I suggest you have Tarot empowerment tool giveaways at your Meetups!
Makes for fun stuff all around. I keep them inexpensive so you can keep
your Tarot toolbox freshly stocked to enhance your reading repertoire.

If you get value from what you experience here,
consider tipping at my BuyMeACoffee page.
Thank you in advance.
I appreciate your support.
Meetup Gift Suggestions available at Jordan’s Journeys
www.jordanhoggard.com
Tarot in the Land of Mystereum ~ will take you to Amazon

PDF eBook Downloads for Purchase
~ You get to download 2 copies. 1 to use, one to share ~
ImaginAction
ImaginAction 2.0 ~ The Unplugged Sessions
Prescient Remembrance
The Treasure of the Stones Reading Method
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